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* Made with Pure Australian Eucalyptus Oil
* 100% Pure Concentrate - Use less per wash 
* No Fillers - No Synthetic Perfumes
* Removes stubborn soils and stains
* Ideal in Hot or Cold water
* Low allergenic, great for people with skin allergies 
  and bronchial conditions
* 100% Soluble 
* Top, Front loading and HE machines
* Suitable for septic, bio and grey water systems
* Actually cleans and protects the inside of your machine, 
  so it lasts longer and smells fresh as well

100%
PURE

CONCENTRATE

FIRST AID 
Swallowed: if swallowed, drink large amounts of water and seek medical advice. 
Eye Contact: In case of eye contact flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical advice. 
Skin: In case of Contact with skin wash affected area with water. 
Inhaled: If inhaled move to fresh air. 
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50 LB

PERFECT
Pure Australian 
Eucalyptus Oil

DIRECTION  
Front Loader(20 lbs) : Approx one scoop (0.7 oz)
Top Loader (20 lbs): Approx two scoop (1.4 oz)
Hand Wash: Approx one scoop (0.7 oz)
mixed with warm water before immersing garment. Suggestd 
dose may vary depending on your machin, water, etc. 

LAUNDRY POWDER

All 100% Australian made.
Eucalyptus is a true Australian native tree and form about 
three-quarters of the tree flora of Australia. In the early 1900s. 
Eucalyptus was found to be an exceptional cleaner and 
natural disinfectant.

Our quality recipes go back to over 50 years ago. Our Eucalyp-
tus recipe has grown to be an exceptional cleaner and natural 
disinfectant with a strong and loyal following for many years.

Our Eucalyptus Laundry detergent has a proven ability to 
clean all clothes well, clean your washing machine, look after 
your skin and environment. This product is super concen-
trated making it extremely economical to use.

The PERFECT EUCAL brand has been established to give 
the rest of the world the ability to enjoy and benefit from our 
quality Australian product.


